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Abstract
The Linear Mirror II is an innovative system to concentrate solar energy, developed by Isomorph SRL. In this paper, a solar-air heat exchanger of new
conception is presented and tested together with a Linear Mirror II. The heat
exchanger surface is selective with respect to direction and position of light
absorption and emission and once heated by the Linear Mirror II, can reach
an air temperature of up to 230˚C.
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1. Introduction
Already in many countries, a relevant fraction of electric energy is provided by
renewable energy sources, mostly photovoltaic, wind energy and hydro energy
[1] [2]. In comparison, the contribution of renewable energy sources to thermal
energy consumption is much lower [3], in spite of the fact that industry as well
as private homes consumes more thermal energy than electric energy [4]. As a
consequence, new and improved systems for providing renewable heat energy
become a necessary condition for further reducing the level of CO2 production
[5] [6].
These new technologies should provide thermal energy at high temperatures
also in winter, and even at northern latitudes, in a simple and economic way [6]
[7]. The Linear Mirror technology was developed to meet these requirements
[8].
It consists of a matrix of eight mirrors, each composed of four segments,
which are slightly inclined with respect to each other. The mirrors are connected
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by steal levers in such a way that moving concurrently, they reflect the sun light
onto a fixed spot during the day, thereby concentrating the sun light. The result
is a very cheap, simple and scalable system.
In its standard version, the Linear Mirror provides hot water at temperatures
up to 100˚C also in winter, and with a rather high efficiency, due to the low specific heat of its absorber [9]. The temperature limit of 100˚C is applied by a control software in order to simplify the integration of the Linear Mirror into existing heating systems.
The Linear Mirror can also be used to provide higher temperatures: in an experiment which produced solar carbon from simple biomasses and only using
solar energy, a temperature of up to 500˚C was reached [10].
In order to use water as a heat carrier at temperatures above 100˚C, high
pressure installations are needed [11]. This can make the whole setup complex
and expensive and may create safety problems. In addition, transferring the heat
from the pressurized water to the application process might be difficult and inefficient. For instance, it would be difficult to torrify or pyrolyze cheap biomasses
by means of hot water, since one should use rotating drums or similar devices,
or additional water/air heat exchangers [12].
It would be simpler instead, if a flow of hot air would be available. Then cheap
biomasses could be roasted in the same way as coffee is roasted, with a simple
and economic procedure. Unfortunately, the hot air which is needed to roast
coffee is provided by a gas flame, which makes the whole process not CO2 neutral. It would be of great advantage to have a heat exchanger available, which can
produce hot air just using concentrated sun light.

2. Requirements for a High Temperature Solar Heat
Exchanger Working with Air
An important element of solar heat exchangers is their selective absorbing surface. The heat exchanger must be capable to efficiently absorb sun light well instead of reflecting it, and must emit as little thermal radiation as possible. It
should consequently have a high absorptivity for sun light and a low emissivity
for thermal radiation [13].
According to Kirchhoff’s law of thermal radiation, the absorptivity and the
emissivity of a surface are equal, but not in a global sense, rather they will be
functions of the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation and also of the direction of the photons [14].
Selective absorbing surfaces, used in solar systems make use of this fact: they
have a high absorptivity (and emissivity) at the wavelength of the incident sun
light, and a small emissivity (and absorptivity) at the much larger wavelength of
the thermal radiation, emitted by the surface.
For example, the standard absorber used for heating water with the Linear
Mirror (made by the company Energie Solaire (Switzerland)), is equipped with
this kind of surface. Unfortunately, its selective surface would not withstand
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high temperatures, and therefore cannot be used to heat air to high temperatures.
This leads, first, to the question, whether selectivity can be provided to an adsorber to a different way than using a wavelength-dependent absorptivity. A
second requirement comes from the fact that the coefficient of heat transmission
is very low for air, therefore, the solar heat exchanger uses air. In the next chapter we describe, how these two requirements—first a selective surface, second a
large surface—can be combined into a very simple solution.

3. Basic Properties of the Isomorph Solar-Air Heat
Exchanger
Our solar heat absorber is made of stainless-steel plates, arranged in a bellow
shaped structure, as shown in Figure 1, so that incident light rays hitting the
structure undergo multiple reflections. In each reflection the light ray loses part
of its energy, heating the surface.
Let’s assume that, a light ray—as shown in Figure 1—enters parallel to the
horizontal x-axis. If the opening angle between the plates is 10˚, and if one assumes an absorptivity a = 0.2, the light ray will be deflected away from its original direction by a 10˚ angle at each reflection. It will therefore undergo 18
(180˚/10˚) reflections and travel back along the horizontal direction: its intensity
will then be reduced by a factor of (1 − a ) =
0.02 .
18

More generally, one can relate the incident light intensity Iinc with the reflected
intensity Iref (after n reflections) by means of the “effective” reflectivity reff such
that: I ref
= I inc ⋅ reff , and reff can be expressed in terms of the characteristic surn
face reflection factor r : reff = r . Similarly, one can define an “effective” abn
sorptivity aeff as: aeff = 1 − r .

One can then compare the intensity emitted by the heat radiation into the
very direction of the previous incident light ray at the same spatial position. This
is shown in Figure 2, where the heat radiation emitted along the direction of the
incident light of Figure 1 is shown.

Figure 1. An incident light ray (yellow, solid line) undergoes multiple
reflections on a metallic surface, until it finally bounces back (dotted
line), each reflection reduces the light intensity. Not all reflections are
shown in the figure.
DOI: 10.4236/sgre.2019.105010
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Figure 2. Radiation emitted along the direction of the incident sun
light shown in Figure 1, at the same position. An observer in this direction will see not only the light emitted directly from a surface element, but also the reflection of light rays emitted from other surface
elements in other positions, as indicated in this figure (as in Figure 1,
not all ray elements are shown).

The thermal radiation emitted in this direction has several components. There
is the direct thermal radiation emitted from a given surface element, but in addition there is the heat radiation which impinges on that surface from other surfaces and is then reflected along this very same direction at the same position.
The geometric case is identical between Figure 1 and in Figure 2.
The radiation emitted from a single surface element, without having had any
previous reflection, has intensity I 0= I b ⋅ e , where Ib is the black body thermal
radiation intensity and e is the emissivity factor. The thermal radiation intensity
which comes out from that surface element, after having undergone before k
reflections will be instead I n = I b ⋅ e ⋅ r k . This gives a total emitted intensity
k
from that particular surface element of =
I tot ∑ i = 0 I b ⋅ e ⋅ r i (the geometric se-

ries). The ratio between the total emitted intensity and the black body radiation
I
intensity is the effective emissivity eeff.. By definition eeff = tot and so the evalIb

uation of the geometric series gives eeff =

(

e ⋅ 1 − r k +1
1− r

)=

1 − r k +1 .

k +1
n
and aeff = 1 − r one
When comparing the two expressions eeff = 1 − r

needs to take into account, that by its very nature the geometric series has a particular counting convention, as is shown in Figure 3 with an example.
In Figure 3 on the left sketch the incident light is reflected twice, so that n = 2.
On the right sketch, instead, the emitted light is described by k = 1, so that k + 1
= 2 which is equal to n, for k + 1 = n.
It turns out then, that the effective absorptivity, aeff , and the effective emissivity, eeff are equal, but can much differ from the material properties, a and e, of
the metallic surface.
It is now clear (and it can also be seen for example by comparing Figure 1 and
Figure 2 with Figure 3), that the number of reflections respectively depends on
the angle of incidence or emission.
DOI: 10.4236/sgre.2019.105010
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Figure 3. Left: an incident light ray impinging at a large angle indicated by a solid line is
reflected twice before being emitted from the absorber (dotted line). Right: a thermal
radiation ray emitted with the same spatial and directional parameters as the incident
light ray (shown in the left part of the figure), but travelling in the opposite direction.

This means that also, aeff and eeff depend on the angle with respect to the
x-axis: radiation absorbed or emitted at a large angle will have a small associated
absorptivity or emissivity, when compared to radiation which enters in the bellow-shaped structure with a direction close to the x-axis.
The concentrated light from the Linear Mirror incident on the heat exchanger
has a direction close to the horizontal (x-axis in Figure 1). Therefore, it will be
absorbed very well, though the surface of the absorber consists of reflecting
stainless steel. The thermal radiation emitted from the hot surface instead will be
emitted into all directions and in average it will be emitted with a low emissivity.
This new heat exchanger has therefore selective properties: it absorbs well the
sun light and at the same time emits little thermal radiation. The process depends on the directionality, rather than on the wavelength.
There is a second effect, which presumably can increase the performance of
such a bellow-shaped absorber: for a given direction of incidence, the number of
reflections of a light ray will always be the same, regardless of where it first hits
the surface. The density of these reflections instead will very much depend on
the initial point of incidence. Rays incident close to each bellow vertex will deposit most of their energy on a very small surface, heating then the steel very
much. This means that even if the incident radiation is distributed uniformly
along the y-direction, the surface will not show a uniform temperature at all: it
will be hottest in a region, which supposedly will be relatively well protected
against heat loss to the environment. A detailed study of this effect is however
not the priority oh this article and should be studied in a further dedicated investigation.
All these discussions are based on a first approximation and for a precise
evaluation of all the effects involved in the described process, a computer simulation would be needed, for instance to take into account the fact that not all of
the light will be reflected since a certain fraction of the light will be diffused as
well.

4. Design and Test of the Solar-Air Heat Exchanger
The new heat exchanger has been recently built and tested using the concentrated solar light provided by the Linear Mirror.
A drawing of the device is shown in Figure 4: behind the metallic bellow
structure there is a flow of air which is produced by a ventilator of variable speed
DOI: 10.4236/sgre.2019.105010
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Figure 4. Side view of the solar-air heat exchanger. The bellow structure is in contact with a flow or air. A secondary
mirror directs stray light onto the absorber surface and protects the absorber surface from the presence of atmospheric
wind.

and heated by the hot metal surface. The heat exchanger can be operated as part
of a closed circuit, for instance it could be operated under pressure, in future
versions of the device.
The bellow structured heat echanger—which is receiving the concentrated
light from the Linear Mirror—is 70 cm wide, 54 cm high and 25 cm thick. It is
made of stainless steel and the center of the device is at about 1 m from the
ground. The thickness of its wall is 1 mm. The heat exchanger was positioned at
a distance of 5 m from a Linear Mirror II. The bellow structure was surrounded
by a secondary mirror, which protected the heat exchanger against wind as well.
The Linear Mirror II presented an aperture surface of 13.8 m2 and its mean concentration factor on the heat exchanger was 13.8/0.7·0.54 = 36.

5. Test Results
The air-heat exchanger presented here, has been developed and built based on
general theoretical ideas, not from a detailed thermodynamic simulation. Its
performance therefore is not optimized. Indeed, the purpose of this study is not
to produce a detailed analysis of the performances: rather, to verify whether such
a device of new concept can work in a way, which is useful for practical applications.
In Figure 6, part of the solar-air heat exchanger (shown previously in Figure
5) is covered, for the sake of comparison, with the solar water-heat exchanger
(produced by Energie Solaire), which is normally used with the Linear Mirror
for heating water1.
Figure 6 confirms that, as expected, the new solar-air heat exchanger reflects
only a small fraction of the incident concentrated sun light. With respect to the
In Figure 6 the secondary mirror has been removed.

1
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Figure 5. The solar-air heat exchanger illuminated by the
concentrated sun light from the Linear Mirror II system.

Figure 6. Comparison between a conventional heat exchanger with wave length selectivity (on the left) and the
newly developed heat exchanger (on the right).

other, traditional heat exchanger. Note, that the Energie Solaire heat exchanger
is a high quality product, with one of the best absorptivity values available on the
market.
The new air-heat exchanger was exposed to the concentrated sun light on a
sunny day in March. A ventilator was pushing a flow of ambient air through the
heat exchanger and the flow was measured using a hot wire anemometer. Both
the temperatures of the ambient and hot air, exiting the heat exchanger, were
measured. From the difference between these two temperatures and the value of
the air flow, the heating power of the device was calculated.
The thermal power as a function of the air temperature is reported in Figure
7, which shows that the power provided by the solar-air heat exchanger diminishes by only about 10% going from 100˚C to 230˚C This indeed makes this
kind of solar-air heat exchanger a useful device for applications up to that high
values temperature.
DOI: 10.4236/sgre.2019.105010
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Figure 7. Thermal power of the solar heat exchanger operated with the Linear Mirror II
system.

In addition, the quantity of heat energy harvested with this device is quite remarkable. For instance, at a temperature of 80˚C it provides almost 9 kW on a
sunny day, which is about as much as a conventional solar water heat exchanger
provides at this temperature.

6. The Linear Mirror as an IoT Element
Hot air from solar energy can be used for many different applications, not only
for heating buildings or providing energy to industrial processes. Torrefaction of
biomasses, solar cooling, and for instance production of pressurized steam for
electricity generation can be other applications.
In particular, one can note that the efficiency of the solar-air heat exchanger,
as evidenced in Figure 7, can be still increased by means of a higher solar concentration factor. The Linear Mirror is made in a modular way. Additional mirrors could thus be installed, which increase the light concentration. In that case,
temperatures well above 230˚C might also be possible, being limited only by the
optical and mechanical properties of steel.
The Linear Mirror with its solar-air heat exchanger could then be used for
dedicated purposes at different times, depending from the actual consumer
needs. For instance this device could be used in winter for heating, in summer
for cooling and at other times for providing process heat.
In practice, this versatility can be achieved only if the Linear Mirror is able to
communicate via internet, which means is a part of a smart grid as an element of
the Internet of things (IoT).
We have therefore created a version of the control software, which runs on a
Siemens Logo! 24 CE PLC, and which includes a solar tracker.
Since the logic module can operate as a web server, the Linear Mirror can be
used as an element of the IoT, interacting with other components, receiving for
instance meteorological information from internet or other messages.
DOI: 10.4236/sgre.2019.105010
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7. Conclusions
Isomorph developed a new solar-air heat exchanger, characterized by an absorber surface which is selective with respect to the direction of the incident and
emitted radiation, while conventional heat exchangers are selective with respect
to the wavelength. This heat exchanger has been tested and the results obtained
show that it works about as well as the conventional solar water-heat exchanger
(with a wavelength selective surface) previously with the Linear Mirror setup.
Furthermore, it allows to reach much higher temperatures: in our first test,
230˚C was reached without problems.
The solar-air heat exchanger was designed and built starting from fundamental general physics considerations, not from a detailed computer simulation. It
can then be expected that further improvements will be reached in the future.
Already now this new solar-air heat exchanger, together with the Linear Mirror
solar concentrator, opens up many new possible applications for the solar thermal energy.
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